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1925 GLADIOLI PRICE LIST

Grown by GEO. H. FROELICH, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS

All varieties listed are guaranteed true to name. I want only satisfied customers, if at any time you are not pleased, kindly let me know.

You will find the following prices very reasonable for bulbs that are grown for bulb production only, and not for both bulbs and flowers for the market, which is a common practice. I ship no flowers to the market, to do so greatly impairs the vigor of the bulb for the next year, because florists demand long stems with leaves. After the plants have bloomed, the new bulbs for the next year grow. If to many leaves have been removed, they cannot develop properly and the resulting bulbs will give poor results.

I send out only strong vigorous bulbs. In the spring I plant medium and small sizes. These produce strong, young, vigorous stock, that gives maximum results the next season. The CUSTOMER gets the BLOOM and not the FLORIST.

CHOICE NAMED GLADIOLI

All orders of 40c or over are sent postpaid, if less add 5c.

6 of a kind for the price of 5. Complete cultural directions with all orders.

If interested in small sizes of named varieties see information on the next sheet.

The first 14 varieties listed are selected Primulinus Hybrids. This is a new type, noted for their graceful spikes, better spaced florets and more delicate shades. They bloom earlier than most of the other varieties.

Price each

ALICE TIP LadY, Large orange—saffron colored flower. Very choice. .10
ALTAIR, Cinnamon—salmon, with thin chocolate strips. Nicely spaced. .10
ARLON, Beautiful light salmon with red blending in throat. .10
GOLD DROP, Pure solid yellow, with thin red line on petals. Ruffled. .20
JUNO, Large, with rounded petal. Deep orange color, unusual for this type. .12
JEWEL, Wonderful color of clear salmon—pink with golden throat. Has no other markings. Good sized flowers on tall stems. New, and prize winner. .20
MING TOY, Large, fine form. Beautiful, showy deep buff with yellow throat. .30
MYRA, Deep salmon on yellow ground overlaid pink. Tall slender stems, and very large flowers. A very distinctive variety that is very popular. .15
MAIDEN'S BLUSH, Purest blush pink. Tall slender stems. Profuse bloomer. .08
PARMA, Beautiful soft rose—pink, most part of lower petals a soft yellow. .30
SCARLET TREASURE, Dazzling velvety scarlet. Graceful spike. .12
SHEILA, An improved Prince of Wales. Larger, more pink and a better stalk. .15
SOUVENIR, The only pure, deep, solid yellow Primulinus. New. .25
YELLOW TREASURE, Clear rich yellow with flushing of old rose in throat. .15

ALICIA, Tall showy, brilliant orange salmon with lighter throat. .20
ALBANIA, One of the best new absolutely pure white ones. .20
ANNA EBERIUS, Large flowers of dark velvety purple. One of the best. .15
BONNY, A lavender tinted pink. A pretty flower of uncommon color. .10
BYRON L. SMITH, A beautiful clear lavender with pale yellow throat. .17
BARON HULOT, Rich velvety dark purple violet. A rare color. .09
BENGAL TIGER, Large wide open flowers of Oriental coloring, suggestive of the Tiger's markings. Deserves a place in any collection. .35
CRIMSON GLOW, A perfect deep rich red with wide open flowers. .12
CATHERINE, Fine grayish light blue, lower petals a little deeper. .15
DIANA, A wonderful shade of deep rich mellow blood red. Large flowers. .20
DIONER'S AMERICAN BEAUTY, True American Beauty color, with creamy yellow throat. One spike in itself is a large bouquet. .40
EVELYN KIRTLAND, Deep sparkling pink with frosty sheen. Deeper blotches. .10
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COLLECTIONS All sent postpaid.
12 Choice Varieties, properly labeled, my selection. Large Bulbs, 60c. Medium Bulbs, 40c.

FINE MIXTURE of CHOICE NEWER KINDS.

Contains many not included last year, and named varieties in quantities to few to list.
Large Bulbs, 12 for 40c. 40 for $1.00.
Medium Size Bulbs, there will bloom a little later than the large bulbs, but will give
excellent results, and make large size for next year. 12 for 30c. 70 for $1.00.
Small Bulbs (not bulblets but yearlings), many will bloom and all grow into fine bulbs
for next year. If you wish to build up your collection, this is the most economical way.
50 for 25c. 150 for 50.

CHOICE NAMED GLADIOLI

Prices may be secured on small sizes if you grow flowers or bulbs for sale, or wish
to have more named varieties for next year at a nominal cost. Please mention varieties
you are interested in. Growers seldom offer these sizes to their customers.

DR. VAN FLEET, Magnificent shade of delicate rose pink, deeper at
E. J. SHALYOR, Deep rose pink. Ruffled. Tall plant and large blooms. .12
ELF, Lemon yellow in bud opening into snowwhite flowers with lemon
lip. Tall perfect spike and many open at a time. .18
ELIZABETH TABOR, Delicate rosy pink with maroon blotch in throat. Long
spike with large blooms. The earliest to bloom in this class. .40
EARLY SNOWFLAKE, Rich creamy white delicately flaked rose. Immense size. .15
FLORA, A gigantic pure yellow. Many blooms open at a time. .10
FAIRFArx, Solid magenta. Lower petals deep ruby circled with cream. .10
FONTAINE, Dainty "peaches and cream". Wonderful unusual color. .50
GOLD, Pure golden yellow, throat deeper. Large and a grand variety. .30
GOLDEN MEASURE, Probably the best yellow. Pure deep golden yellow with
no markings. Strong of growth with long spike of large blooms. .25
GOLDEN SWALLOW, Beautiful clear soft yellow with no markings. Petals
are finely ruffled. Very attractive. .50
GIANT MYRTLE, Delicate arbutus pink with creamy white throat. .75
GIANT NYPH, A giant in growth and flower. Delicate salmon pink flaked
with rose, with a creamy white throat. One of the best. .35
GRETCHEN ZANG, A rich melting pink with deeper markings. .09
GLORY VAN KENNERMELAND, An exceptional giant of deep rose with yellow
throat. Very attractive and differing from all others. .07
GOLDEN WEST, Extra fine clear orange scarlet, golden yellow throat. .10
HERADA, A large glistening mauve. A very fine color. .09
HAZEL DAWN, An unusual strawberry pink color, throat lighter. A beauty. .40
HUBERTUS, A fine mauve and blue. An unusual color. .09
INDIAN MAID, Beautiful peach blossom pink with deeper throat. Choice. .20
JACOBA VON BEIJEREN, A superior "Herada", with a great future. .40
KATHERINE HEISS, Geranium pink showing shadings of flame, lighter
towards the center. Very large flowers on long spikes. .35
L'IMMACULEE, Tall, early, absolutely pure white. Many out at once. .09
LE MARCHEAL FOCH, "Finest variety that ever came out of Holland"
—very delicate pink with enormous wide open blooms. Very early. New. .06
LOUISE, Very large wide open bloom, finest (orchid color) lavender. .17
LOWERII GRANDIFLORA, Red slightly striped. Tall and vigorous. .40
MARSHALL FOCH, Exquisite shade of delicate salmon pink deepening
toward the edges, and brighter in the throat. Very large blooms. .20
MARIE KUNDRED, Wonderful large, extra early pure white. Ruffled. .75
MRS. LEON DOUGLAS, Begonia—rose stippled flame scarlet. Lip pale lemon.

MRS. JOHN WALSH, Heavily ruffled flesh pink, scarlet blotches.

MRS. NEWEL VANDERBILT, Salmon pink, ruffled. Throat mottled crimson.

MISS SPOKANE, A giant plant. Orange salmon, deeper in the throat.


MONON, Tall large dark rose-pink. Conspicuous white upper throat.


MRS. DR. NORTON, Very fine cream suffused pink. Sulphur yellow blotches.

MRS. F. PENDLETON, Large open flower of light pink with maroon blotch.


BLUE JAY, Very good light blue with darker blotch.

MARY FENNELL, Deep lilac, with soft primrose yellow throat. Choice.

MAJESTIC, Fine large orange pink. Brilliant distinct variety.

MURIEL, Orchid blue with purplish blue blotch on lower petals.

MASTER WEBSTE, Rosy magenta overlaid with deep purple.

MASTER WIEBERT, A large beautiful mauve, with a lighter throat.

NORA, Light blue with small dark spot in throat. Attractive.

ODIN, Large deep salmon with red spot on lower petals. Fine variety.

ORANGE GLORY, Grand orange color with beautiful lighter throat.


PRINCELY, Very light pink. Large size and well placed on tall spike.

PINK WONDER, This is a wonderful Glad. Considered the largest and finest parti-colored pink. Shell pink, yellow shading in throat.

PRINCE OF WALES, A large pure salmon, with rich satin sheen.

Extremely early and many open. Very high class.

PEACH ROSE, Distinct deep rose pink of remarkable color.

POLA NEGRIL, Apricot with yellow lip. Ruffled shading into old rose and salmon. One of the loveliest color combination ever seen.

PEACE, A giant white with lilac throat markings. Tall strong grower.


Long spikes and large blooms of marvelous beauty.

RUTH HUNTINGTON, Large beautiful violet lilac with deeper lilac markings on lower petals. Tall fine spikes.

RED FIRE, Entire bloom of richest pure bright red. Large, new.

RICHARD DIEMER, Pure geranium pink, with a slight sprinkling of ruby on creamy yellow center. Large flaring blooms.

RED AMARILLAS, Brilliant showy blood-red flower of large size.


SWEET LAVENDER, Beautiful light lavender deeper in throat with purple blotch. Large, strong grower and one of the earliest.

SCARLET PRINCES, Vivid scarlet, deeper in throat. Massive arrangement of flowers. One of the worthwhile real bright ones.

THOS. KENT, Coral pink overlaid strawberry with ruby lines. Massive.

TARO, Strong spikes of large flowers. American Beauty rose color.

VIVIAN, Bright orange on salmon pink ground. Very pretty.

VIRGINIA, Aster purple with purple stippled white throat. Many large wide open blooms on a long stem. Very showy and choice.

WAR, Very large blood-red, tall and stately. Pure solid color.

WHITE WONDER, Large pure white softly tinted pink. Very fine.

WHITE GIANT, Enormous, pure snow white.

Every variety listed is a distinct kind. Everyone is known by growers by the registered names given. Every variety is "modern." Not one is the "out of date" small kind.
1925 DAHLIA PRICE LIST

Grown by, GEO. H. FROELICH, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS.

I regret that I am unable to offer as large an assortment of Dahlias this year as I have in the past. My surplus is very low, on account of the many orders received from visitors at my gardens.

This list has been issued because of the many requests from people who have seen the blooms from my gardens at the homes of friends, or in public places where the flowers were exhibited.

I also believe that many of my older customers will wish to add new varieties to their collections.

All varieties listed are choice, and I am fortunate in being able to offer these because the bulb increase was far beyond my expectations.

All orders of 75¢ or over are sent postpaid, if less add 5¢ extra for postage. Guaranteed true to name. Complete cultural directions sent.

The name of each variety is followed by a letter designating its class.

HS, meaning Hybrid Show, Ball shaped double flowers.
HC, Hybrid Cactus, double, long, flat, quite narrow petals, which are generally recurved or twisted.
P, Peony or Art, semi double, two or more rows of broad flat petals.
D, Decorative, double, petals are broad flat and somewhat loose.
C, Collarette, a single with collar of small petals around the center.

Each

AMUN RA or THE SUN GOD, D, Immense flowers. Outer petals are of gorgeous copper and orange tones deepening in the center to dark reddish brown. 2.00
BILLIONARE, P, A monster Peony of a beautiful shade of golden orange. .75
BESSIE BOSTON, D, Deep cardinal red with split petals. .25
BERCH VAN HEEMSTEDE, D, Large early clear rich yellow. .25
COPPERSMITH, P, Fine shade of light copper with a metallic suffusion. Blooms early freely and continuously. Very desirable. .25
CHARLES CLAYTON, An intense red, very free blooming cactus dahlia. .25
COMSTOCK, HC, Beautiful intense bright yellow, with fluted petals. .60
CHAMPAGNE, D, Mammoth blooms on long stiff stems. Color is warm autumn shades, varying from burnished copper to golden champagne and chamois. 3.00
DARLENE, D, Shell pink. An unusual free and continuous bloomer. .20
ETENDARD DE LYON, HC, Immense wavy blooms of rich carmine rose. .35
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY, HS, One of the best in the show type. Very large blooms of great depth. Rich buttercup yellow, shaded burnt orange. .40
GOLDEN GATE, HC, Very large deep golden yellow suffused fawn. .20
LE GRAND MANITOU, L, Ground color white striped reddish-purple. .25
LOUISE FINGER, D, Large pure snow-white of perfect form. .60
MRS. CARL SALBACH, D, Immense blooms of lovely mauve pink. Extra long stems. One of the very best. .65
MILLIONARE, D, A very fine delicate lavender. Blooms are of immense size and of unusual depth. Claimed to be the largest Dahlia grown. .75
PAUL MICHAEL, D, Pure glistening gold. The immense blooms are freely produced on long stems. A wonder. Gave blooms 10 in. in diameter. 1.00
QUEEN JOSEPHINE, D, Large rich velvety royal purple, suffused white. .50
ROMOLA PIZZANI, P, Large free blooming yellowish salmon. .20
TERRA COTTA, D, Large gold blooms striped with red. .20